
Strong in�ection doesn’t always license NP ellipsis*

Lobeck (1995:4) famously proposed that ellipsis is only licensed by a head that is ‘speci�ed for
strong agreement’. Strong agreement is determined by whether a head ‘realizes agreement in a
productive number of cases’ (Lobeck 1995:51). One result of this is that the in�ectional properties
of a given head are assumed to be directly linked to its ability to license ellipsis of its complement.
For example, this can be seen for NP ellipsis in German. Neuter inde�nite determiners do not
normally in�ect with the ‘strong’ in�ectional ending -es, but instead with the weak ending -Ø
(1a). However, if the noun is elided, strong in�ection becomes obligatory (1b). Consequently, it
has been argued that strong in�ection plays a role in ellipsis licensing in this case.

(1) A: Peter
Peter

hat
has

[DP ein{-Ø/*-es}
a{-wk/*-str}

[NP Auto
car

]] gekau�
bought

‘Peter bought a car.’
B: Hat

has
Maria
Maria

auch
also

[DP ein{*-Ø/-es}
a{*-wk/-str}

[NP Auto ]] gekau�?
bought

‘Has Maria also bought one?’ (Lobeck 1995:114)

While this appears to be (at least descriptively) correct for languageswith rich nominal in�ection,
Lobeck’s account faces problems with poorly in�ected languages. In English, a puzzling fact is
that each can license ellipsis of its complement noun, whereas every cannot:

(2) a. �e women came in and [DP each [NP woman ]] sat down.
b. *�e women came in and [DP every [NP woman ]] sat down. (Lobeck 1995:93)

Lobeck was forced to stipulate that each is a licenser of ellipsis by virtue of a ‘strong’ [+partitive]
feature that every lacks. Since this featural di�erence is not expressed morphologically, Lobeck’s
explanation of these facts remains undesirably arbitrary (see Merchant to appear).

Norwegian provides an interesting testing ground for Lobeck’s approach. In Norwegian, the
equivalents of each and every correspond to a di�erence in the type of in�ection on the adjective
following the determiner hver(t) (Vangsnes 1999). For neuter nouns, there is a distinction be-
tween strong adjectival in�ection -t and weak in�ection -e (see Julien 2005:45; Lohrmann 2010;
Roehrs & Julien 2012:255). If the adjective bears the strong ending -t (3a), then it does not pre-
suppose the existence of unripe apples, just like every in English. However, weak in�ection -e
contributes an existential presupposition (3b), similar to English each.

(3) a. Legg
put

[DP hvert
hver

umoden-t
unripe-str

[NP eple
apple

]] i
in

denne
this

kassen
box.def

‘Put every unripe apple in this box.’
b. Legg

put
[DP hvert

hver
umodn-e
unripe-wk

[NP eple
apple

]] i
in

denne
this

kassen
box.def

‘Put each unripe apple in this box.’ (Vangsnes 1999:83)
*For Norwegian judgements, I would like to thank Siri Gjersøe, Anne Dahl and Tor Anders Åfarli, as well as

AndrewWeir for facilitating contact with the latter two speakers.
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�is is curious when compared to English. While Lobeck proposed that each must be a ‘strong
agreer’ in English, Norwegian appears to be its mirror image when in�ection is taken into ac-
count. It is the context akin to every in (3a) that exhibits strong in�ection on the adjective. �us,
the prediction regarding ellipsis is clear; if in�ection plays a role in licensing ellipsis, as Lobeck
argues, we would expect that only strong in�ection (-t) on the adjective can license NP ellipsis,
as with German ein-es in (1). In fact, what we �nd is the opposite. In (4), NP ellipsis is possible
only with the weak ending -e.

(4) Siri
Siri

kjøpte
bought

noen
some

eple-r
apple-pl

og
and

la
put.pst

[DP hvert
hver

{*umoden-t
unripe-str

/ umodn-e}
unripe-wk

[NP ]]

i
in

denne
this

kassen.
box

‘Siri bought some apples and put each unripe one in this box.’

�us, strong in�ection does not seem to play a role in licensing ellipsis in (3) and (4). If this were
the case, we would expect NPE with the equivalent of every with the strong ending -t. Rather
than the type of in�ection, it is the presuppositional meaning of each that uni�es the contexts for
NPE in English and Norwegian. �ese data provide further evidence against the idea that strong
in�ection is a licenser of ellipsis (see Saab & Lipták 2016).
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